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Summary

The current implementation of the contact
model in the solids4Foam toolbox [1] is
based on explicit coupling between bodies
in contact. At contact boundaries, the
Neumann boundary condition is used
and specified contact force is calculated
explicitly using the penalty law [2]. Such
an implementation is robust and can be
successfully applied to a large spectrum of
contact problems. To ensure convergence
of explicit coupling it is necessary to apply
appropriate under-relaxation factor on the
contact force. The under–relaxation factor,
as well as penalty factor are user–specified
and their value must be carefully set to
obtain acceptable accuracy and to ensure
acceptable convergence rate. The accept-
able range value of the under–relaxation
factor is inversely proportional to the speci-
fied penalty factor and tuning these factors
can be a troublesome task, especially for
an inexperienced user.

With implicit coupling, it is expected
that calculated contact force can be
prescribed at contact boundary without
underrelaxation which means that optimal
convergence rate can be achieved for any
user-defined penalty factor.

This work presents the penalty based
implicit coupling between the deformable
body and rigid analytical surface. Currently,
implicit coupling between two deformable
bodies is under development and results
for patch test with conformal discretisation
are shown.

The deformable body is modelled as a
linear-elastic with total displacement u as
a dependent variable. After discretisation
procedure, obtained system of linear alge-
braic equations is solved in a segregated
manner.

Conclusion
From the obtained results it is clear that im-
plicit coupling is an efficient way to provide
a faster convergence rate. Furthermore,
increasing the penalty factor results in a
higher number of iterations for explicit cou-
pling whereas implicit coupling maintains
the same number of outer iterations.

Boundary condition
At contact boundary, the contact traction calculated via
penalty law is a function of the boundary displacement.
Since the solution variable is available only at the cell cen-
tres, implicit treatment of contact traction can be obtained
by deriving the equation for boundary displacement. In
the following, equations for implicit boundary condition
are derived in case of frictionless contact between the de-
formable body and rigid plane.
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Figure 1: Contact between deformable body and rigid plane.

At contact boundary, contact traction can be written as
[3]:

Tc = (2µ + λ)
(ub)c − uP

δn
− (µ + λ)nc · (∇u)∗c

+ µnc · (∇u)
T,∗
c + λnctr((∇u)∗c),

(1)

Contact traction calculated via penalty law is linearised
using Picard’s method:

Tc = −εng∗n − εn(n∗cn∗c) · ((ub)c − (ub)
∗
c) (2)

where superscript ∗ refers to values from the previous it-
eration. Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), equation for
boundary displacement is obtained:

(ub)c =εnCG
−1 · (n∗cn∗c) · (−g∗n + (ub)

∗
c)

+ CG−1 ·
(
nc · [(µ + λ)(∇u)∗c − µ(∇u)

T,∗
c ]

)
− CG−1 · nc · λtr((∇u)∗c)

+G−1 · uP ,

(3)

where G =
[
I + εnδn(2µ + λ)−1(n∗cn

∗
c)
]

and C = δn/(2µ +
λ). Since contact boundary is treated as a Neumann
boundary, implicit boundary gradient is finally calculated
by substituting Eq. (3) into the equation for boundary gra-
dient gc = ((ub)c − uP )δ

−1
n .

Numerical examples
The proposed procedure is compared with the explicit one
to present the advantages of the implicit implementation.
As both the implicit and the explicit implementation are ex-
pected to produce the same results, the number of outer
iterations of the two implementations is compared. To
make a fair comparison, simulations with explicit bound-
ary conditions are performed using the under–relaxation
factor which results in a minimal number of outer itera-
tions.

Contact between deformable block and rigid plane
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Figure 2: Vertical displacement (normalised with δ).
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Figure 3: Number of outer iterations (nCorr) and average value of
normalised penetration for different values of normal penalty factor.

Contact between deformable cylinder and rigid plane

Figure 4: σyy field and contact pressure distribution.
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Figure 5: Number of outer iterations (nCorr) and average value of
normalised penetration for different values of normal penalty factor.

Patch test
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Figure 6: Patch test: linear variation of displacement field and con-
stant stress field.
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